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ABSTRACT 
Techniques are described herein to cause a Master and Slave Wireless Personal 
Area Network (WPAN) to share the same 64-bit Extended Unique Identifier (EUI64) 
address. In response, the first hop dual-phy node transmits most of the upward data flow to 
the router via the Radio Frequency (RF) link, and the router transmits most downward data 
flow via the RF link. Because the RF link has much more bandwidth than the Power Line 
Communication (PLC) link, this mechanism takes full advantage of network resources and 
extends the network throughput. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
A connected grid mesh may be used for Internet of Things (IoT) applications. In 
some deployment scenarios, the Power Line Communication (PLC) link and Radio 
Frequency (RF) link need to work together. The PLC link is lower speed and utilizes a 
narrower band than the RF link. A router may carry two Wireless Personal Area Network 
(WPAN) modules configured as a Master and a Slave to ensure the network stability. In 
most cases, the RF WPAN is configured as the Master, and the PLC WPAN is configured 
as the Slave. They may have different 64-bit Extended Unique Identifier (EUI64) addresses. 
As the RF WPAN has much more bandwidth than the PLC WPAN, the RF WPAN may be 
used as the main data transmit link. 
Figure 1 below illustrates an example topology. 
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Figure 1 
As Master and Slave WPANs have different EUI64 addresses, the dual-phy node 
may treat them as different parents in a Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy 
Networks (RPL) instance. Because the PLC link is a wired link, it is stable in a low 
throughput scenario but unstable in a high throughput scenario. When constructing the 
initial network, the throughput of the whole network is low. Thus, the control message (e.g., 
Directed Acyclic Graph Information Object (DIO) / Destination Advertisement Object 
(DAO) message) from the PLC WPAN may arrive at the dual-phy nodes earlier than the 
RF WPAN. The dual-phy nodes may choose the PLC WPAN as the preferred parent and 
the RF WPAN as alternative parent. The dual-phy nodes may use the PLC link to transmit 
data packets, resulting in lower network throughput. 
Accordingly, as described herein, the EUI64 address of the Master and Slave 
WPANs may be configurable. In particular, they may be configured to the same EUI64 
addresses in the router, and the Master WPAN and Slave WPAN may be treated as the 
same parent to the first hop dual-phy node. The RF WPAN may be tried before the PLC 
WPAN when transmitting data packets in dual-phy node, which ensures the first hop dual-
phy node chooses the RF link to send the upward data flow, and the router also chooses the 
RF link to send the downward data flow. As the RF link has much more bandwidth than 
the PLC link, the network resource may be utilized adequately.  
Figure 2 below illustrates the topology described herein. 
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Figure 2 
As the RF and PLC WPANs are configured to the same EUI64 address, they are 
treated as the same parent to the first hop dual-phy node when joining in the RPL instance. 
When the first hop dual-phy node transmits upward data traffic to the router, it tries the RF 
link first for each data packet. If a data packet transmission fails for some time on the RF 
link, it will try to send the data packet via the PLC link, and so on for other data packets. 
As long as the RF link is stable, most upward data packets will be transmitted via the RF 
link. 
The downward route entries are constructed/refreshed based on upward data 
packets (e.g., DAO message, neighbor solicit message, etc.). If upward data packets are 
transmitted via the RF link, the downward entries may be constructed with egress port of 
the RF WPAN. Thus, the router may also choose the RF link to transmit downward data 
flow in this case. As the RF link has much more bandwidth than the PLC link, upward and 
downward data flow via the RF link may cause the network resource to be utilized 
adequately. 
In summary, techniques are described herein to cause a Master and Slave WPAN 
to share the same 64-bit EUI64 address. In response, the first hop dual-phy node transmits 
most of the upward data flow to the router via the RF link, and the router transmits most 
downward data flow via the RF link. Because the RF link has much more bandwidth than 
the PLC link, this mechanism takes full advantage of network resources and extends the 
network throughput. 
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